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Less Is Better: When Low-value Options
Are Valued More Highly than
High-value Options
CHRISTOPHER K. HSEE
Graduate School of Business, The University of Chicago, USA

ABSTRACT
This research demonstrates a less-is-better eect in three contexts: (1) a person
giving a $45 scarf as a gift was perceived to be more generous than one giving a
$55 coat; (2) an over®lled ice cream serving with 7 oz of ice cream was valued
more than an under®lled serving with 8 oz of ice cream; (3) a dinnerware set with
24 intact pieces was judged more favourably than one with 31 intact pieces
(including the same 24) plus a few broken ones. This less-is-better eect occurred
only when the options were evaluated separately, and reversed itself when the
options were juxtaposed. These results are explained in terms of the evaluability
hypothesis, which states that separate evaluations of objects are often in¯uenced
by attributes which are easy to evaluate rather than by those which are important.
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INTRODUCTION
Imagine that you give each of two friends a gift. The two friends have similar tastes. They do not know
what gift the other receives. Suppose that one gift is more expensive than the other. Is it possible that
the friend receiving the less expensive gift considers you to be more generous than the friend receiving
the more expensive gift? More generally, suppose that, of two options, H and L, H is more valuable
than L. These options are presented to and evaluated by two separate groups of people with similar
tastes. Is it possible that the low-value option (L) is perceived to be more valuable than the high-value
option (H)?
Normative decision theories assume that people have consistent and well-de®ned preferences
regardless of how the preferences are elicited. In contrast, behavioral decision research suggests that
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preferences are constructed ad hoc and can be easily in¯uenced by such subtle contextual manipulations as the framing of a problem in terms of either a gain or a loss (e.g. Kahneman and Tversky, 1979;
Tversky and Kahneman, 1981), the framing of a task either as acceptance or rejection (e.g. Sha®r,
Simonson, and Tversky, 1993), the display of information (e.g. Schkade and Johnson, 1989; Schkade
and Kleinmuntz; Johnson, Payne, and Bettman, 1988), the addition of a dominated alternative to the
choice set (e.g. Huber, Payne, and Puto, 1982; Simonson, 1989), and the scale on which the preferences
are elicited (e.g. Mellers, Ordonez, and Birnbaum, 1992; Mellers et al., 1992).
The present article reports a series of studies where a normatively less valuable option is judged more
favorably than its more valuable alternative Ð a phenomenon to be referred to as the `less-is-better'
eect. This research is not the ®rst to investigate this phenomenon. For example, Birnbaum and his
associates (1992) found that an inferior risky option (e.g. a 5% chance to win $96 or $0) can be valued
more highly than a superior risky option (e.g. a 5% chance to win $96 or $24). They explained the
result by a con®gural-weight theory, according to which, the weight assigned to a given outcome in a
risky prospect depends both on its rank and on its size. Medvec, Madey, and Gilovich (1995) reported
that athletes who had just won silver medals tended to be less happy than those who had just won
bronze medals. They used the counterfactual reasoning notion to explain this ®nding. Silver medalists
counterfactually thought that they had almost won a gold medal and were therefore disappointed with
being the second, while the bronze medalists counterfactually thought that they had almost not won
anything, so felt lucky with what they had achieved.
This research examines the less-is-better eect in non-gamble contexts with riskless options, where
con®gural-weight theories or other theories of risky choices do not apply. In addition, the contexts of
the studies reported herein do not involve counterfactual reasoning, or at least it is not a necessary
condition.
Below, I ®rst report a study that demonstrates a less-is-better eect and then propose an explanation.
After that I present evidence showing that the less-is-better eect occurs only when the options are
evaluated separately, and that the eect is reversed when the options are evaluated jointly.
STUDY 1
Method
Study 1 used a questionnaire that had two between-subject versions. In both versions participants were
asked to imagine that they were about to study abroad and had received a good-bye gift from a friend.
In one version participants read
It is a wool coat, from a nearby department store. The store carries a variety of wool coats. The
worst costs $50 and the best costs $500. The one your friend bought you costs $55.
Alternatively, the other version describes the gift as follows:
It is a wool scarf, from a nearby department store. The store carries a variety of wool scarves. The
worst costs $5 and the best costs $50. The one your friend bought you costs $45.
In both conditions participants were asked how generous they thought the friend was. Answers were
given on a 0±6 point scale where 0 indicated `not generous at all', and 6 indicated `extremely
generous'.1
1
After answering the generosity question, participants were also asked how happy they were about the gift and how expensive
they felt the gift was. Consistent with their responses to the generosity question, those receiving the scarf reported to be happier
and considered the gift to be more expensive than those receiving the coat.
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Respondents were 83 students from a large Midwestern university who participated in this study as
part of their course requirement. Each respondent received one version of the questionnaire and
completed it individually.
Results and discussion
A less-is-better eect emerged from this study. Although the $55 coat is certainly more expensive than
the $45 scarf, those receiving the scarf considered their gift giver to be signi®cantly more generous than
those receiving the coat (M  5:63 and 5.00, respectively, t  3:13; p < 0:01).
One may argue that this result does not represent a less-is-better eect, because a $45 scarf may be
more useful and therefore more valuable than a $55 coat. However, it is important to note that the
dependent variable was generosity of the gift giver, not the usefulness of the gift. Normatively
speaking, judgment of a gift giver's generosity should depend on the cost of the gift, not on its
usefulness. In other words, the cost of a gift is the only relevant value of concern for generosity. Yet,
the result contradicted this intuition, and it is in this sense that it constituted a less-is-better eect.
Unlike Study 1, in Studies 2±4, the low-value option (L) will not only cost less than the high-value
option (H); it is also strictly worse than H.
The prescriptive implication of Study 1's ®nding is clear and speci®c: If gift givers want their gift
recipients to perceive them as generous, it is better for them to give a high-value item from a low-value
product category (e.g. a $45 scarf) rather than a low-value item from a high-value product category
(e.g. a $55 coat). The theoretical implication of this result reaches far beyond the context of gift-giving
and can shed light on how evaluations are constructed. The following section provides an analysis of
the less-is-better eect.
An explanation of the less-is-better eect
The explanation advanced in this section is based on the evaluability hypothesis, which is discussed in
greater details in Hsee (1996) and Hsee et al. (1997). Brie¯y, the hypothesis postulates that when a
person judges an option in isolation, the judgment is in¯uenced more by attributes that are easy to
evaluate than by attributes that are hard to evaluate, even if the hard-to-evaluate attributes are more
important. An attribute is said to be hard to evaluate if the decision maker is not aware of its
distribution information (e.g. its eective range, its neutral reference point, etc.), and consequently
does not know whether a given value on the attribute is good or bad. Conversely, an attribute is said to
be easy to evaluate if the decision maker knows its distribution information and thereby knows
whether a given value on the attribute is good or bad.
To illustrate, consider an experiment reported in Hsee (1996) involving the evaluations of two
job candidates for a computer programmer position. The programmer was expected to use a special
computer language called KY. One candidate had completed 70 KY programs and had a college GPA
(grade point average) of 2.5; the other had written 10 KY programs and had a college GPA of 4.9. (The
experiment was conducted at a university which uses a 5-point GPA system.) When the two candidates
were evaluated separately, participants were willing to pay more for the candidate with the higher GPA
than the one with more experience. Here, a candidate's experience with KY programs was relatively
hard to evaluate. Lacking something to compare it to, most respondents would not know how to
evaluate the completion of either 10 or 70 KY programs. In contrast, one's GPA was much easier to
evaluate.
In order to apply the evaluability hypothesis to Study 1, we ®rst need to identify the attributes
involved. Obviously, one attribute is the actual value of the gift Ð either $55 or $45. This, however, is
not the only factor that in¯uences one's judgment. According to norm theory (Kahneman and Miller,
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1986; Ritov and Kahneman, 1997), when people evaluate an object in isolation, they often spontaneously think about other objects in the same category, and compare the stimulus object to the other
objects. Based on this notion, it is assumed that another attribute which respondents used in this study
is the relative value of the given gift in its own product category, that is, the relative expensiveness of a
$55 wool coat within the wool coat category and the relative expensiveness of a $45 wool scarf within
the wool scarf category.
Thus, the two gifts in Study 1 can be summarized as follows:

Actual value of the gift
The product category
Relative position of the given
gift in its category

Coat

Scarf

$55
Wool coats
Relative position of the $55
coat in the wool coat category

$45
Wool scarves
Relative position of the $45
scarf in the wool scarf category

Of these factors, the ®rst Ð the real value of the gift Ð is hard to evaluate. Without something to
compare it to, people would not have a clear idea whether a $55 (or a $45) gift is good or bad. The
second factor Ð product category Ð is a reference, and is not directly evaluated. The last factor Ð
relative position of the given gift in its category Ð is easy to evaluate. Participants had some distribution information (i.e. price range in this case) of this attribute. Compared with other wool coats ranging
in price from $50 to $500, a $55 coat is quite inexpensive. Compared with other wool scarves ranging
from $5 to $50, a $45 scarf is quite expensive. The evaluability hypothesis (Hsee, 1996; Hsee et al.,
1997) predicts that one's evaluation of the gift would be in¯uenced primarily by the `relative position'
attribute and not by the actual value. The result is clearly consistent with this prediction. It seems that
in evaluating a gift, people are neither sensitive to the actual price of the gift, nor to the category of that
gift (e.g. whether a coat or a scarf), but they are very sensitive to the relative position of the gift within
its category.
The structure of the stimuli in Study 1 can be summarized more generally in terms of the following
properties. First, there are two stimulus options to be evaluated, and one option has a higher value.
Second, the stimulus options vary on two attributes. One is the actual value of an option (which will be
called `the value of concern'), and the other is the relation of the focal option to some reference(s). In
Study 1, the references were the prices of products in the given category, but reference(s) can be other
information as well, as will be shown in Studies 2±4. Finally, the references associated with the two
options are dierent. The high-value option is relatively bad compared with its reference(s) and the
low-value option is relatively good compared with its own reference(s).
Formally, the preceding analysis can be illustrated as follows,

Value of concern:
Reference:
Relation to reference:

H

L

XH
RH
Bad

XL
RL
Good

In the table above, H and L are the high-value and the low-value options, respectively. The value
of concern is X, where X H > X L (` >' refers to `is better than' here). The reference is R, where X H < RH
and X L > RL . The relation-to-reference attribute describes whether the value of concern (X) appears
good or bad in comparison with the reference. It should be noted that reference is not an independent
attribute; it can be considered as part of the relation-to-reference attribute.
According to the evaluability hypothesis, as long as Attribute X is hard to evaluate, Option L will be
valued more highly than Option H in separate evaluation.
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Preference reversal between separate and joint evaluations
So far the discussion has been focused only on the separate evaluation mode, where Options H and L are
presented separately and evaluated by dierent individuals. What will happen in the joint evaluation
mode, where Options H and L are presented side-by-side and evaluated by the same individuals?
Previous research indicates that people employ dierent information as their reference in dierent
situations, depending on which information is available (salient, convenient, vivid, etc.) at the time of
evaluation (e.g. Tversky and Kahneman, 1974). In separate evaluation, people cannot compare one
option against another, and can only compare the given option to whatever reference is available at the
time of the evaluation. In joint evaluation, the two options are juxtaposed, and each option becomes
the most salient and convenient reference for evaluating the other option. In this case, people will give
less weight to or ignore the reference information they would otherwise use in separate evaluation, and
use the alternative option as their primary reference (e.g. Hsee, 1996; Hsee et al., 1996). Through such a
comparison, the dierence between the stimulus options on any attribute will be transparent, regardless of whether the attribute is hard or easy to evaluate in separate evaluation.
In the case of Options H and L, joint evaluation will make it transparent that H is more valuable
than L. Accordingly, H will also be valued more positively than L. In other words, there will be a
reversal of preference for the two options between separate and joint evaluation.
STUDY 2
Study 2 departs from Study 1 in a number of ways. First, while Study 1 only examined separate
evaluations of options, Study 2 also included a joint evaluation condition. Second, while in Study 1 it
was equivocal which option was more useful, there was no ambiguity in Study 2. Finally, Study 2
involved a very dierent context than gift-giving, and used willingness-to-pay instead of perceived
generosity as its dependent variable.
Method
The stimulus options were two hypothetical servings of ice cream, one by Vendor H and one by
Vendor L. They were illustrated by drawings as reproduced in Exhibit 1. Observe that Vendor H's

Exhibit 1. Drawings in Study 2
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serving was contained in a larger cup than Vendor L's, but Vendor H's serving was under®lled while
Vendor L's over®lled. Overall, vendor H's serving contained more ice cream, hence more valuable,
than Vendor L's.
The questionnaire for this study had three between-subject versions: separate-H, separate-L and
joint. In each separate evaluation version, participants read
Imagine the following scenario: It is summer in Chicago. You are on the beach at Lake Michigan.
You ®nd yourself in the mood for some ice cream. There happens to be an ice cream vendor on the
beach. She sells Haagen Dazs ice cream by the cup. For each serving, she uses [a 10 oz cup and
puts 8 oz of ice cream] {a 5 oz cup and puts 7 oz of ice cream} in it.
The words in the two types of brackets were for the two separate evaluation versions, respectively.
These instructions were followed by one of the two drawings reproduced above. Respondents were then
asked
What is the most you are willing to pay for a serving?
.
$
The joint evaluation version was parallel to the separate evaluation versions except that participants
were told that there were two vendors on the beach. Participants were presented with the information,
including the drawings, for both vendors. They were then asked
What is the most you are willing to pay for a serving from each vendor?
.
Vendor A: $
.
Vendor B: $
(On the original questionnaire, Vendor H was labeled `Vendor B' and Vendor L was labeled
`Vendor A'. The drawing of Vendor L's serving was printed to the right of the drawing of Vendor H's
serving. It is for consistency with the other studies reported here that I will always use the label `H' to
denote the high-value option and the label `L' to denote the low-value option, and always place H to
the left of L.)
Respondents were 69 college students recruited from a large Midwestern university. Each respondent
received one version of the questionnaire and completed it individually. Upon completion every
participant received a cash payment.

Results and discussion
Analysis of the stimulus options
The two ice cream servings can be interpreted as varying on the following dimensions:
Amount of ice cream (value of concern):
Cup size (reference)
Filling (relation to reference):

Vendor H's

Vendor L's

8 oz
10 oz
Under (bad)

7 oz
5 oz
Over (good)

Here, the amount of ice cream should be the only value of concern to the consumer. Cup size served as
a reference in separate evaluation. Whether the cup was over®lled or under®lled represented the
relation between the value-of-concern (the amount of ice cream) and the reference (cup size). Note that
this structure paralleled that in Study 1.
# 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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It was predicted that Vendor L's serving would be valued more in separate evaluation, and Vendor
H's serving would be valued more in joint evaluation. The reasons for these predictions are as follows.
In separate evaluation, even though the amount of ice cream was the only value of concern, this
attribute was hard to evaluate independently. Lacking a comparison, it was dicult to determine
whether a serving with 8 oz ice cream (or with 7 oz ice cream) was good or not. The size of the cup
provided a reference point. Presumably, respondents compared the amount of ice cream against that
reference. The resulting `relation' attribute (over- versus under-®lling) was easy to evaluate: Most
consumers would ®nd an over®lled serving appealing, and an under-®lled serving unappealing.
Thus, the over-®lled serving (Vendor L's) would be valued more highly in separate evaluation.
In joint evaluation, respondents could compare one option against the other, could recognize that
Vendor H's serving contained more ice cream than Vendor L's, and would make their valuations
accordingly.
Exhibit 2. WTP prices for Vendor H's and Vendor L's servings in Study 2
Evaluation mode
Separate evaluation
Joint evaluation

Vendor H's

Vendor L's

t-value

$1.66
$1.85

$2.26
$1.56

2.47, p < 0:05
4.31, p < 0:01

Willingness-to-pay prices
As predicted, there was a clear less-is-better eect in separate evaluation, and a clear preference reversal
between joint and separate evaluations (see Exhibit 2). In the separate evaluation versions, Vendor L's
serving was valued signi®cantly more than for Vendor H's, even though Vendor L's serving contained
less ice-cream. In joint evaluation, the eect was reversed: Vendor H's serving was valued signi®cantly
more.2
The results of Study 2 corroborate many existing studies showing that people exhibit inconsistent,
even reversed preferences, when using dierent elicitation methods. Slovic and Lichtenstein (1968;
Lichtenstein and Slovic, 1971) provided the ®rst systematic demonstration of preference reversals.
When evaluating two gambles Ð one having a large chance of winning a small payo (the p-bet) and
the other a smaller chance of winning a larger payo (the $-bet) Ð people prefer the p-bet if asked to
choose a gamble, but prefer the $-bet if asked to set a selling price for each gamble. Preference reversals
have also been demonstrated between other response conditions, such as choice versus matching
(e.g. Tversky, Sattath, and Slovic, 1988; Slovic, Grin, and Tversky, 1990), and attractiveness ratings
versus pricing (e.g. Mellers et al., 1992).
The preference reversal demonstrated in Study 2 departs from those conventionally studied reversals
in two ways. First, in the previous studies, the stimulus options typically involve a tradeo;
for example, the p-bet and the $-bet involve a tradeo between probability and payo. In Study 2,
Serving H was strictly better than Serving L. Second, the conventionally studied reversals typically
occur between conditions that use dierent evaluation scales, for example, acceptability (as in choice)
versus money (as in pricing). In Study 2, the evaluation scale was held constant Ð always willingness
to pay.

2

Responses in Studies 2, 3, and 4 were not made on bounded scales. To control for extreme responses, the following criterion
was set a priori: any responses over 3 standard deviations from the mean would be excluded. Only one response in Study 4 and
none in any of the other studies was excluded under this criterion.
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Recently, preference reversals between joint and separate evaluation using a constant evaluation
scale have been documented in a number of studies (e.g. Bazerman, Loewenstein, and White, 1992;
Bazerman et al., 1994; Hsee, 1996; Kahneman and Ritov, 1994; Irwin et al., 1993). In an experiment by
Bazerman et al. (1994), MBA students evaluated various hypothetical job oers. Some of the oers
entailed higher salary to oneself but were perceived to be unfair because the company would pay others
with similar background even more; other options entailed less salary to oneself but did not seem
unfair because the respondent would be paid as much as others. In joint evaluation, the greater-payo/
unfair options were deemed more acceptable, but in separate evaluation, the smaller-payo/fair
options were rated more acceptable. As another example, consider an experiment by Hsee (1996)
involving the evaluations of two used music dictionaries. One contained 20,000 entries and had a torn
cover; the other contained 10,000 entries and was like new. When the two dictionaries were evaluated
jointly, the more comprehensive dictionary was valued more. When they were evaluated separately, the
newer-looking dictionary was favored.
As in the traditionally studied preference reversals, the stimulus options used in studies to demonstrate preference reversals between joint and separate evaluation also involve tradeos along dierent
attributes. For example, the two dictionaries in Hsee (1996) involved a tradeo between number of
entries and cosmetic condition. The two options in Bazerman et al. (1992) involved a tradeo between
absolute payo and fairness. However, the stimulus options in Study 2 involved no tradeos. It should
be noted that, unlike fairness in dispute resolutions or job oers, the ®lling of an ice-cream serving
is not a normatively relevant factor in deciding how much to pay for the serving. Fairness in dispute
resolution or job oers Ð e.g. whether the company would pay me as much as my colleague Ð
implies consequences beyond monetary payos, e.g. my future social status in the company, my
relationship with the colleague, etc. Therefore, fairness is a normatively legitimate consideration in
deciding whether to accept the job. The ®lling of an ice cream serving, on the other hand, does not
imply anything other than the amount of ice cream. Study 2 shows that even in situations without a
tradeo between the two options, the low-value option can still be favored over the high-value option
in separate evaluation.
STUDY 3
Study 3 was a replication of Study 2 with two main variations. First, in Study 2 participants were
shown the exact measures (in oz) of the cup size and the amount of ice cream. In reality, however, people
rarely know these numerical values. In Study 3, the ice cream servings were still illustrated by drawings,
but these drawings were not accompanied by size measures; instead, they were in real size.
Second, in Study 2, the amount of ice cream never equaled the size of the cup; the cup was either
over®lled or under®lled. In Study 3, one of the servings was neither over®lled nor under®lled.
Method
The questionnaire for Study 3 was essentially identical to that for Study 2. The drawings of the two
servings are reproduced in Exhibit 3.
Note that Vendor H's serving was neither over®lled nor under®lled, and Vendor L's serving was
over®lled. Again, Vendor H's serving contained more ice cream.
The original drawings were larger than those shown here. The two cups were approximately
3.5 inches and 2.1 inches tall, respectively, and the ice cream was approximately 3.5 inches and
3.1 inches tall, respectively. Participants were told that the drawing(s) represented the actual size of the
ice cream serving(s). As in Study 2, respondents were assigned to either the separate evaluation or the
# 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Vendor L

Exhibit 3. Drawings in Study 3. (The original drawings are larger than the ones reproduced here)

joint evaluation version. Those in the separate evaluation versions were given information for only one
of the servings and indicated their willingness-to-pay price. Those in the joint evaluation version
learned about both servings and indicated their willingness-to-pay prices.3
Respondents were 98 students recruited from a large Midwestern university to complete this and
other questionnaires in exchange for a chance to win a $100 lottery.

Results and discussion
Analysis of the stimulus options
The two servings of ice cream can be interpreted as:
Amount of ice cream (value of concern):
Cup size (reference):
Filling (relation to reference):

Vendor H's

Vendor L's

3.5 inches
3.5 inches
None (neutral)

3.1 inches
2.1 inches
Over (good)

In other words, the structure of the two servings took the form of:
Value of concern:
Reference:
relation to reference:

H

L

XH
RH
Neutral

XL
RL
Good

where X H > X L , X H  RH and X L > RL . Note that unlike Studies 1 and 2, only one stimulus option
in Study 3 diered from its reference; the other option was at the same level as its reference.
3

In the joint evaluation version of Studies 3 and 4, participants were ®rst asked for which option they were willing to pay more
before being asked how much they were willing to pay for each option. Because responses to the ®rst question were redundant
with those to the second, they will not be discussed further. One respondent in Study 3 and two in Study 4 gave contradictory
answers, i.e. said that they would pay more for one option but gave a higher WTP value to the other, and these responses were
excluded.
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Willingness-to-pay prices
Once again, there was a less-is-better eect as well as a preference reversal between separate and
joint evaluation (see Exhibit 4): In separate evaluation, participants were willing to pay more for
Vendor L's serving. In joint evaluation, they were willing to pay more for Vendor H's serving.
Exhibit 4. WTP prices for Vendor H's and Vendor L's servings in Study 3
Evaluation mode
Separate evaluation
Joint evaluation

Vendor H's

Vendor L's

t-value

$1.80
$2.02

$2.23
$1.81

2.16, p < 0:05
2.55, p < 0:05

A comparison of Study 3 with Study 2 suggests that it was not just the under®lling of Vendor H's
serving that drove the less-is-better eect in Study 2; the over®lling of Vendor L's serving alone
would render the same eect. In addition, it was not necessary to provide numerical measures;
the same result was obtained even if respondents only saw the real-size drawings of the ice cream
servings.
STUDY 4
Method
Study 4 sought to replicate the ®ndings of the other studies in yet another context. The stimulus options
were two sets of dinnerware. Set H included more pieces but some of them were broken; Set L had
fewer pieces and all were intact. They were described as follows:

Dinner plates:
Soup/salad bowls:
Dessert plates:
Cups:
Saucers:

Set H includes 40 pcs

Set L includes 24 pcs

8,
8,
8,
8,
8,

8, all in good condition
8, all in good condition
8, all in good condition

all in good condition
all in good condition
all in good condition
2 of them are broken
7 of them are broken

Note that Set H included all the pieces included in Set L, plus several more intact pieces; thus, set H
was better than Set L. (On the original questionnaire, Set H was referred to as Set A, and Set L as
Set B.)
As in previous studies, the questionnaire for this study had two separate evaluation versions and one
joint evaluation version. In all the versions, participants were asked to imagine that they were shopping
for a dinnerware set and that there was a clearance sale in a local store where dinnerware regularly ran
between $30 and $60 per set. In the separate evaluation condition, participants were presented with the
information of and indicated their WTP prices for either Set H or Set L; in the joint evaluation
condition, for both sets.
Respondents were 104 college students from a large Midwestern university who participated in this
and other experiments for payment.
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Results and discussion
Analysis of the stimulus options
The two dinnerware sets can be interpreted as follows:

Number of intact pieces (value of concern):
Total number of pieces (reference):
Relation to reference:

Set H

Set L

31
40
Bad

24
24
Neutral

Here, the only attribute that should be of concern to the consumer was the number of intact
pieces. In separate evaluation, participants presumably used the total number of pieces in the set as a
reference. For Set H, the number of intact pieces (31) was worse (fewer) than its reference (40); for
Set L, the number of intact pieces (24) was the same as its reference (24).
Note that like Study 3, the value of only one option in Study 4 diered from its reference. But instead
of the value of Option L being better than its reference, it was the value of Option H that was worse
than its reference. In other words, the stimuli in Study 4 took the form of:

Value of concern:
Reference:
Relation to reference:

H

L

XH
RH
Bad

XL
RL
Neutral

where X H > X L , X H < RH and X L  RL .

Willingness-to-pay prices
Again, the low-value option was valued more favorably than the high-value alternative in separate
evaluation: WTP values were signi®cantly higher for Set L than for Set H although Set L included
fewer intact pieces than Set H. In joint evaluation, the eect was reversed: WTP values were signi®cantly higher for Set H.
Exhibit 5. WTP prices for dinnerware set H and dinnerware set L in Study 4
Evaluation mode

Set H

Set L

t-value

Separate evaluation
Joint evaluation

$23.25
$32.03

$32.69
$29.70

3.91, p < 0:001
2.15, p < 0:05

Although Study 4 was concerned with a very dierent product category than Study 3, the structures
of the stimuli in those two studies were very similar. The only dierence was that in Study 3, one of the
options was superior to its reference while the other equalled its reference, but in Study 4, one of the
options was inferior to its reference while the other equalled its reference. Despite the dierence, similar
results were obtained in both studies. The ®ndings of these studies extended the observations from
Studies 1 and 2 by demonstrating that the less-is-better eect could occur not only when both options
dier from their respective references, but also when only either one of the options diers from its
reference.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
This research compares valuations of options between separate evaluation and joint evaluation where
one of the options is always more valuable or better than the other. It demonstrates that preferences
were reversed between these two evaluation modes, and, more interestingly, that the low-value option
was valued more highly than the high-value alternative in separate evaluation.
Strictly speaking, a higher valuation of the low-value option in separate evaluation is not a violation
of the dominance principle. It is only from the omniscient perspective of the experimenter that one
option is more valuable than the other. Participants in the separate evaluation conditions did not
realize this relation, and therefore did not knowingly `prefer' the low-value option.
Nevertheless, these ®ndings are of both theoretical and practical importance. Theoretically, they
corroborate the growing evidence in the descriptive decision literature (see Slovic, 1995, for a review) by
showing that preferences are neither consistent nor stable; they are constructed ad hoc and depend
heavily on whatever comparison information is available at the time of the evaluation. Speci®cally,
people use dierent information as their reference points in the joint evaluation mode than in the
separate evaluation mode. Even in separate evaluation, the reference point associated with one option
often diers from that associated with the other option. If the reference associated with the high-value
option is better than the high-value option itself, and/or if the reference associated with the low-value
option is worse than the low-value option itself, the less-is-better eect may emerge.
The observations from the current studies also lend support to the evaluability hypothesis,
suggesting that in separate evaluation, the impact an attribute has on one's judgment may not be
proportional to the normative importance of the attribute, but rather to its evaluability: An easy-to
evaluate attribute, such as the over®lling or under®lling of a serving of ice cream, may have much
greater impact on one's judgment than a hard-to-evaluate attribute, such as the actual amount of ice
cream, even though any reasonable consumer would consider the latter to be more important.
In all of the studies reported in this article, the value of concern was hard to evaluate, and its
relationship with the reference Ð whether better than, worse than, or the same as the reference Ð was
easy to evaluate. Therefore, the valuations of the stimulus options in separate evaluation were
dominated by the `relation-to-reference' attribute.
Two clari®cations are in order here. First, the less-is-better eect will be less likely to occur if the
value of concern itself is easy to evaluate. For example, for people in the ice cream business, the actual
amount of ice cream in a serving may be easy to evaluate. They know how much a serving with a given
amount of ice cream is worth, without having to compare it to the size of the cup. If those people
had served as participants in Study 2 or 3, Vendor L's ice cream may have been valued less than Vendor
H's even in separate evaluation.
Second, the less-is-better eect occurs not only because the `relation-to-reference' attribute is easy
to evaluate, but also because the stimulus options have dierent relations with their respective
references Ð one is better than the reference and the other is worse than the reference, or one is better
(or worse) than the reference and the other is equal to the reference. If the stimulus options have similar
relations with their respective references Ð for example, both better than their references, then the lessis-better eect will be less likely to occur. For instance, in the ice cream case, if both servings were
over®lled, there would probably not be a less-is-better eect in separate evaluation, and not be a
preference reversal between joint and separate evaluations, either. These propositions are examined in
greater details elsewhere (Hsee et al., 1997).
The reader may wonder whether the preference reversal documented herein can be accounted for by
the prominence principle (Tversky et al., 1988). This principle was designed originally to explain
preference reversals between choice (in which respondents choose between two alternatives) and
matching (in which respondents are presented with both alternatives but some information about one of
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the alternatives is missing, and the respondents' task is to ®ll in the missing information to make the two
options equally attractive). According to the prominence principle, the most prominent attribute in the
choice set looms larger in choice than in matching. This is a convincing explanation for choice-matching
reversals as well as for many other choice-judgment reversals, but it may not be the most viable
explanation for the ®ndings of the present research. First, the prominence principle is concerned with
options that involve trados on multiple dimensions; the stimulus options in the current research do
not. The prominence principle does not account for the less-is-better eect. Moreover, choice-matching
preference reversals are very dierent from preference reversals between joint and separate evaluations.
For example, in matching the decision maker is presented with both stimulus options and can perform
careful tradeo analyses (Tversky et al., 1988), in separate evaluation the decision maker is presented
with only one option and cannot perform tradeo analyses. Therefore, the mechanics involved in the
present studies are perforce distinct from those accounted for by the prominence principle.
The studies presented in this article also yield important practical implications. As Study 1 suggests, if
a person wants to impress her gift recipient with her generosity, she should give a top-of-the-line
product from a low-price product category rather than a bottom-of-the-line product from a high price
product category. Likewise, Studies 2 and 3 illustrate that people are insensitive to the actual value of
the stimulus option, or to the reference or frame associated with the stimulus option, but are sensitive to
the relative position of the stimulus within that frame. Thus, for instance, if a conference speaker
estimates that only about 50 people will attend his talk, but wants to create the impression that his talk is
very popular, he should give the talk in a small conference room with 50 or fewer seats than a large
conference room with, say, more than 100 seats. A small room will easily be `over®lled' with the
50 attendees and look crowded. A large room will be `under®lled' with the 50 attendees and look
empty.4
Study 4 implies that a perfect product will be valued more favorably than an imperfect product that
is objectively more valuable. Consider, for example, two boxes of candies. One contains 24 pieces, all of
which are exquisite chocolates. The other box contains 40 pieces, which are the same 24 exquisite
chocolates plus 16 low-quality candies. Even though the second box is more costly and normatively
better than the ®rst box, the ®rst box will probably cast a better impression on the consumer.
The above examples are based on the assumption that the alternative scenarios are presented
separately and cannot be compared directly. If these scenarios were presented jointly, then the
proposed eect would be reversed.
Another practical implication of the current research concerns the relative validity between joint
evaluation and separate evaluation as a method to predict consumer satisfaction. Suppose, for
example, that a marketer has developed two alternative versions of a certain product (e.g. two
alternative versions of a certain software application), and wants to predict which version consumers
will prefer. The marketer has two ways to run this test: (a) giving samples of the two versions to two
dierent groups of consumers and then comparing their satisfaction ratings (separate evaluation), or
(b) giving samples of the two versions to a single group of consumers and asking them to indicate which
option is more satisfying (joint evaluation). The current research implies that these methods are likely
to yield dierent conclusions.
Which is the more valid method? The ®rst (separate evaluation) method is apparently imperfect,
because, as we now know, the option favored in separate evaluation may well be dierent from the
option that is objectively more valuable or better. Then, is the second (joint evaluation) method more
valid? Not necessarily, either. The answer depends on what it means by `more valid'. If the criterion of
validity is for the evaluations to be consistent with the objective quality of the stimulus options, then
4

This example was inspired by a discussion with Max Bazerman.
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joint evaluation is indeed more valid than separate evaluation, because in joint evaluation people are
more likely to discover subtle dierences between the stimulus options which may be masked in
separate evaluation, and more likely to know which option is objectively more valuable.
However, if the criterion of validity is for the evaluations to be consistent with the consumer's
ultimate experience at the time of consumption, then the ®rst (separate evaluation) method may be
more valid. More often than not, the consumption of a product is in separate evaluation mode; for
example, a person receiving a coat will not automatically compare it with a scarf. People who bought
and enjoy an over®lled serving of ice cream do not actively think about what they would feel if the ice
cream is served in a larger cup and the cup is under®lled. People who enjoy a 10-choice Sunday brunch
only focus on the quality of the given foods and do not think about what they would feel if there were
more choices and some of the choices were mediocre.In those cases, preferences elicited in the second
(joint evaluation) method may be at odds with consumers' experiences at the time of consumption.
For example, suppose that a novelist has written two versions of a novel but can publish only one
version. She asks a critic to read both versions (joint evaluation) and to tell her which is better. Even if
the critic has the same taste as future readers of the novel, it is possible that the critic would recommend
publishing one version, while it is the other version that would enjoy a greater success if published
instead. The reason for this dilemma is simple. The critic is in a joint evaluation mode when making the
recommendation, but the future readers will be in a separate evaluation mode when reading the novel.
In short, preferences elicited in joint evaluation may dier from preferences elicited in separate
evaluation. Preferences elicited in joint evaluation are often more consistent with the objective quality
of the evaluated options, but preferences elicited in separate evaluation are often more predictive of
consumers' ultimate experience. As for ultimate experience, an objectively inferior or less valuable
option may be better than an objectively superior or more valuable alternative.
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